
GUCCI S MARKETING AND POSITIONING STRATEGY

The Italian brand uses a mix of positioning strategies to.

They have a wide range of places and sites available for customers to buy Gucci products this is a form of
Omni-channel shopping as Gucci has made their products available to buy anywhere. BCG Matrix in the
Marketing Strategy of Gucci Gucci should continuously evaluate its product line by assessing their growth
potential and share in the market. The commercial attractiveness and growth potential of each segment can be
evaluated by using the following indicators: Identified segments have the appropriate size Have concrete
differences. A , HBS No. Gucci can use different trend analysis techniques for this purpose, such as-
marketing mix modelling, risk analysis, choice modelling and customer analysis. Market Segmentation
Successâ€”Making it Happen! Chinese consumers play a large role in the growth luxury spending worldwide.
The Business of fashion State of Fashion booklet predicts that consumers are more likely to spend less and
save up for more timeless pieces or experiences. For Gucci Group in the United States to be able to increase in
its profit its customer relationship management systems need a tremendous improvement; this is because it
allows for direct the marketing activities and at the same time helps time helps the company to improve the
stores ability to contact clients. They fit in to Self Actualisation needs as there is a sense of fulfilment,
personal growth and development when they have purchased Gucci. Shaw, E. Despite adopting modern
marketing techniques such as social media marketing and online marketing, the brand still remains committed
to its values. Schlegelmilch, B. Gucci should increase the investment after identifying the stars in its product
lines. Everyone who is fashion conscious are wanting to wear the latest Gucci item. Brand Equity of Gucci
Brand equity reflects the overall value of the brand. Gucci has also recently celebrated the Chinese Year of the
Dog through a campaign using models of different ages and races, which shares the idea that Gucci is
universal, anyone can wear it. In order to learn new ways of doing things within the organisation and the
changes they need to make that will help them to increase their profit. Giannini brought back the Italian
traditions that Gucci began with. Similar to brands like Balenciaga and Dior. This article is only an example
and cannot be used for research or reference purposes. Brand extensions allow the brand to widen their selling
market to existing or new customers. The reason for that was that the company had decided to disclose its
annual financial results for the first time in years, enabling its brand value to be calculated. Recently the
expanded their store in Florence into a museum and restaurant for shoppers to visit. The customers'
experiences and perceptions determine the brand value. It will help Gucci in isolating the costs and identifying
critical success factors. At the same time it can be argued that diversification of brands within an organisation
such as Gucci Group brings about confusion and lack of concentration on the organisation Saltmarsh, It is can
also be said that over the years Gucci Group have also developed new brands to sell in existing market in its
region such as Europe, Japan, Asia Pacific, North America. Identify the director competitors and create a list
of it. As a result of the campaign, Gucci went on to accelerate its international appeal and reach out to an even
wider audience. It is associated with the wealthy and fashion conscious. Customers feel happy and
distinguished to be associated with such a premium brand. By using the segmentation technique, Gucci can
narrow down the large, diversified target audience into specific and narrowly defined groups. This can be
achieved by introducing loyalty card; and at the same time the organisation on a regular basis will be sending
information to the customers email and mobile phones on the new changes in terms of products and the
necessary information available. The comparison of their communication and messaging strategy with
competitors will reveal the potential areas that could be addressed with targeted positioning message. The
pictorial presentation of the Porter Model is given below: The company can set a competitive advantage based
on cost or differentiation.


